Auditorial experience of Japanese music, plays, and storytelling: Experience traditional and celebrated Japanese music, such as Koto string music and Shakuhachi flute, and traditional Japanese plays, including Noh and Kamishibai storytelling as well as Shinto (native Japanese religion) lecture. Free and open to the public of all ages. Onigiri Social (Japanese Rice Ball Making Session) follows, so bring your friends, family and a good appetite!!!

Program:
5:30 Welcoming remark (MB 0.106)
5:35 Koto (MB 0.106)
6:00 Shakuhachi (MB 0.106)
6:25 Kamishibai Storytelling (MB 0.302)
   Noh-Shinto Lecture (MB 0.208)
6:50 Onigiri Social (MB 1st floor foyer)